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a b s t r a c t

A domain decomposition (DD) scheme for GPU-based Monte Carlo (MC) calculation which is essential for
whole-core depletion is introduced within the framework of the modified history-based tracking algo-
rithm. Since GPU-offloaded MC calculations suffer from limited memory capacity, employing DDMC is
inevitable for the simulation of depleted cores which require large storage to save hundreds of newly
generated isotopes. First, an automated domain decomposition algorithm named wheel clustering is
devised such that each subdomain contains nearly the same number of fuel assemblies. Second, an inner-
outer iteration algorithm allowing overlapped computation and communication is introduced which
enables boundary neutron transactions during the tracking of interior neutrons. Third, a bank update
scheme which is to include the boundary sources in a way to be adequate to the peculiar data structures
of the GPU-based neutron tracking algorithm is presented. The verification and demonstration of the
DDMC method are done for 3D full-core problems: APR1400 fresh core and a mock-up depleted core. It is
confirmed that the DDMC method performs comparably with the standard MC method, and that the
domain decomposition scheme is essential to carry out full 3D MC depletion calculations with limited
GPU memory capacities.
© 2020 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In order to significantly reduce the wall-clock time of Monte
Carlo (MC) calculation for more extensive use of MC codes in
reactor design and analyses, high performance computing (HPC)
involving massive parallelization with more than 100,000
computing cores are being pursued in newly developed leading MC
codes such as Shift [1] and OpenMC [2]. In the past, the paralleli-
zation of MC codes had targeted primarily CPU-based machines.
Recently, with the advent of the heterogeneous computing tech-
nology employing graphics processing units (GPUs), the develop-
ment of GPU-basedMC codes had been initiated. A pioneeringwork
realizing a generalized GPU-based MC simulation was done for the
WARP code [3] and also promising results were reported for the
GPU version of the Shift code [4]. PRAGMA (Power Reactor Analysis
using GPU-basedMonte Carlo Algorithm) is also a pioneering GPU-
based MC code which aims to perform full core MC calculations for
power reactors with thermal feedback in a practical time span on
an affordable computing platform [5]. It is being developed at Seoul
oohan@snu.ac.kr (H.G. Joo).

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
National University (SNU) under the support of the Korea Hydro &
Nuclear Power (KHNP) company.

The use of GPUs in MC calculations imposes various challenges
due to the hardware characteristics of GPUs which employ single
instruction multiple data (SIMD) parallelism with limited memory
capacity. In order to avoid excessive branch operations required in
the conventional history-based algorithm for which multiple in-
struction multiple data (MIMD) operations are essential, the event-
based algorithm was introduced in the very early GPU-based MC
codeWARP. In PRAGMA, a modified history-based algorithmwhich
restricts the number of neutron events (collision or surface
crossing) at each kernel invocation was applied, and GPU MC
simulations for a fresh large power reactor core (APR1400) were
successfully conducted to be completed within 25 minutes with 10
billion neutron histories on a GPU cluster containing 12 cheap
consumer-grade GPUs. A problem remains, however, in performing
the depletion calculation that would involve a tremendous amount
of data storage to simulate the nuclear reactions of hundreds of
nuclides. Due to the very limited memory capacity of a GPU card,
the MC calculation for a depleted core cannot be performed
without proper distributed memory parallelism.

MC calculation is ‘embarrassingly parallel’ only when the entire
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Fig. 1. An example of (a) zone and (b) region definitions.
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problem domain is replicated in each process. However, replicating
the depleted full-core data in every process leads to an excessive
memory usage which makes it inevitable to introduce a domain
decomposition (DD) scheme for distributed memory execution.
Indeed, the domain decomposition techniques had been already
implemented in several production MC codes and proved its es-
sentiality in large-scale MC depletion calculations [6,7].

In the work here, an elaborated domain decomposition method
applicable under a GPU environment is presented and it is imple-
mented and tested in the PRAGMA code considering the unique
algorithmic features of the GPU-based MC neutron tracking. In the
following section, feature of PRAGMA and the modified history-
based tracking algorithm are explained to serve the basis of the
domain decompositionmethod. In Section 3, an automated domain
assignment scheme utilizing the principle of Voronoi tessellation
and k-means clustering is devised, and a communication e

computation overlapping algorithm for surface source transaction
is introduced. Also, a bank update scheme for the GPU-specific
tracking data structures is presented. The performance analysis
results of PRAGMA with the domain decomposition method are
given in Section 4 for a depleted full-core problem as well as for a
fresh one.

2. Backgrounds

2.1. Features of PRAGMA

PRAGMA is being developed with CUDA C/Cþþ exclusively for
running on NVIDIA CUDA GPUs. Current version of PRAGMA is
dedicated for pressurized water reactor (PWR) analyses, meeting
the industrial needs. Correspondingly, the geometry module of
PRAGMA is optimized to the lattice structures which typical PWRs
have. A more general-purpose geometry module is under devel-
opment employing a graphics ray tracing engine instead of
resorting to the conventional constructive solid geometry (CSG)
representation, but this feature is still experimental and all the
calculation results presented in this paper utilized the lattice ge-
ometry module.

For the cross section library, ACE point-wise cross sections
generated by NJOY [8] with ENDF/B-VII.1 library are used. Union-
ized grid and double indexing method of Serpent [9] is used for
efficient cross section look-up. However, the size of the double
index table can become excessively large when many nuclides and
temperature points are used. To circumvent this, temperature-
dependent energy grids are unified in each nuclide and the cross
sections at the newly added energy points are pre-computed so
that a single double index table can be used for all the temperature
points. Additionally, a linear-interval hashing algorithm is intro-
duced in cross section look-up to reduce the size of the double
index table. A stochastic mixing technique is employed to inter-
polate the cross sections in temperature, and an empirically
determined interpolation factor (cross section is linear to T2/3) is
used so that using coarse temperature points can capture the
temperature variation of cross sections quite accurately.

The continuous-energy calculation capability of PRAGMA is
almost full-featured, but probability tables are not supported as they
are not important in PWR analyses. In addition, only the constant
cross section (CXS) method is available for the target velocity sam-
pling. The Doppler broadening rejection correction (DBRC) method
[10] turned out to be inadequate for GPUs due to excessive branches
caused by high rejection rates, and the weight correction method
(WCM) [11] was observed to cause neutrons with abnormally large
weights. Currently, we are looking for alternative ways to efficiently
treat the thermal resonance scattering, typically for 238U.

A simple thermal-hydraulics (T/H) solver is also provided. Each
fuel rod is treated as an azimuthally symmetric and axially infinite
cylinder (axial heat transfer is neglected and the temperature
profile is dependent to r only), and only the enthalpy conservation
is considered for the coolant (no hydraulics). Instead, the coolant
channels are assembly-averaged to compensate the lack of lateral
mixing.

PRAGMA employs a special tracking method named localized
delta tracking [12]. The geometry model of PRAGMA adapts the
concept of zones and regions. A region is the discretization unit in
which the number densities are assumed to be constant. On the
other hand, a zone is where the constituent nuclides are identical,
and it is determined by the initial mixture assignment. Usually,
zones distinguish the major reactor components such as fuel, gas
gap, cladding, moderator, and structure. Fig. 1 illustrates a pin cell
example of zone and region definitions.

The basic idea of the localized delta tracking scheme is to
neglect the region interfaces and only consider the surfaces of the
zones in intersection calculations. That is, the range of the delta
tracking kernel is ‘localized’ to a zone, and a standard geometry
tracking algorithm is employed between the zones. Since it is
ensured that the constituent nuclides are identical among the re-
gions inside a zone, the majorant macroscopic total cross section
required for the delta tracking can be directly computed using
microscopic cross sections and number densities.

There are three quantities required to perform the localized
delta tracking. First, the maximum number density of each nuclide
among the regions in a zone, Nmax, is stored for each zone. Second,
temperature majorant microscopic total cross sections, smaj

t , are
pre-computed for each nuclide, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Third, the
radial temperature profile in the fuel is fitted by a cubic polynomial
T(r). Then, the localized delta tracking proceeds as follows:

1. Majorant macroscopic total cross sectionS
maj
t is calculated using

the maximum number densities of each nuclide in the zone and
their temperature majorant microscopic total cross sections:

S
maj
t ¼

XN

i ¼ 1

Nmax; is
maj
t; i (1)

where i is the nuclide index.

2. Distance to the virtual collision (DTC) l is sampled using S
maj
t :

l ¼ � ln x

S
maj
t

(2)

where x is the random number.



Fig. 2. An example of temperature majorant microscopic total cross section.
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3. If l is smaller than the distance to the zone surface (DTS),
calculate true macroscopic total cross section St of the colliding
region using actual number densities and the temperature
evaluated from T(r), and accept the virtual collision with prob-
ability p:

p ¼ St

S
maj
t

(3)
2.2. Modified history-based tracking algorithm

The MC tracking algorithm for GPUs should be different from
the conventional CPU-based ones. On GPUs, a group of arithmetic
logic units (ALUs), or simply denoted as cores, perform same op-
erations on different target data, which is the key of the SIMD
parallelism. Arranging work items such that the SIMD requirement
is satisfied is called vectorization, and a set of fully vectorized in-
structions will be executed at one go. If the tasks are not vectorized,
however, each type of instruction is executed one by one using only
a portion of the available cores, which is called branch divergence.
In the conventional history-based tracking algorithm which tracks
a neutron from its birth to death, each neutron undergoes a very
diverse sequence of events which is very different from others so
that a lot of branch operations are inevitable.

In order to avoid the excessive branch divergences, a modified
history-based tracking algorithm has been employed in PRAGMA.
The basic concept is to wrap the entire neutron migration process
into a single large monolithic kernel as the ordinary history-based
algorithm but limit the number of events that can occur in each
kernel, as presented in Algorithm 1. The idea of limiting the
number of events with the neutron flight kernel was first intro-
duced in the work of Profugus [13] for the acceleration of multi-
group MC transport on GPUs, in which the number of maximum
collisions is limited. The idea of limiting the number of events is
employed in PRAGMA as well with the extension of the range of an
event to include surface crossing. Here the term transition is
defined to present both collision and surface crossing events with a
single term. That is, whenever a neutron hits DTC or DTS event, a
transition occurs. The number of transitions that can occur during a
kernel is limited to a certain number in PRAGMA, which turned out
to be more efficient than considering only collisions.
The entire simulation loop shown in Algorithm 1 is constructed
by repeated calls of the flight kernel that drives each neutron's
transition up to the preset max_transition times. Since some of the
neutrons will disappear during the execution of the flight kernel,
the number of alive neutrons will decrease after the completion of a
kernel so that updating num_alive is necessary at the end of the
loop which continues until there is no more neutron left. In typical
reactors, most of the neutrons die out within hundreds of transi-
tions. However, very few long-lived neutrons, especially the neu-
trons lingering in reflectors, can undergo thousands of transitions.

For each alive neutron, a GPU thread is assigned. Since the
number of physical cores available per GPU is of thousands while
the number of neutrons in a generation is at least in the order of
millions, the number of threads generated is much more than the
physical cores. The scheduling of the threads onto the physical
cores is done by the underlying GPU hardware.

Fig. 3 illustrates the data vectors used in the calculation and
their alterations after passing the kernels, in which the shadowed
elements indicate dead neutrons. It should be noted that the queue
structure cannot be used for saving the neutron data in the GPU-
based tracking algorithm because of the sequential nature of
push and pop. Instead, all the data are handled in arrays which
cannot be resized flexibly. Therefore, the neutron data array is only
reallocated at the end of each cycle (generation) when it is
refreshed by the next cycle fission sources, and dead neutrons keep
occupying the memory space during a cycle.

After the completion of each kernel, sorting operations are
performed. The primary sorting is to partition the alive and dead
neutrons. After each kernel execution, the neutron array will be
mixed up with alive and dead neutrons, and therefore it is neces-
sary to exclude the dead neutrons in the subsequent tracking
kernel. The secondary sorting is to sort alive neutrons according to
their energies (unionized grid indices) and mixtures (especially the
depleted fuels) in order to improve the access patterns to the cross
section data. Such sorting processes are the unique features of the
event-based algorithm and they are essential to improve the vec-
torization efficiency on GPUs. Hence, the modified history-based
tracking algorithm is in fact a hybrid of the history- and the
event-based algorithms.

The sorting processes utilize a remapping vector. It is an array to
map the thread indices to alive neutron indices. In the tracking
kernel, each thread refers to the remapping vector to retrieve the
index of the neutron it is supposed to process. When sorting, other



Fig. 3. Illustration of major data arrays and their alterations by kernels.

Fig. 4. An example of Voronoi diagram [17].
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arrays remain steady and only the remapping vector is rearranged.
It is a measure to avoid large amount of memory transfers which
would occur when the neutron data is directly sorted. All the
sorting operations are performed using the routines in the CUB li-
brary [14]; sorting a Boolean vector is done by the flagged partition
algorithm, and the radix sort algorithm is used for sorting integer
vectors. Such indirection techniquewas first introduced inWARP as
reference remapping [3] and a similar variant can be also found in
the work of Bleile [15].
3. Domain decomposition algorithm

For efficient parallel MC simulation with domain decomposi-
tion, the entire domain should be properly decomposed into
several subdomains to achieve good load balance, and an efficient
boundary neutron exchange algorithm has to be implemented.
Unlike the domain decomposition of other deterministic algo-
rithms in which the workload of each subdomain is predictable
with the number of discretization variables, the workload of DDMC
is dependent on the number of source neutrons of each subdomain
which differs considerably according to the physical property of the
subdomain. Therefore, the domain decomposition strategy should
consider the local characteristics of the reactor core. In the
following, the wheel clustering method that automatically de-
termines the subdomains is devised based on the k-means clus-
tering algorithm [16]. It is followed by a unique surface source
exchange algorithm.
Fig. 5. An example of k-means clustering result [18].
3.1. Domain decomposition considering particle balance

3.1.1. Principle: voronoi tessellation and k-means clustering
Voronoi tessellation, which is illustrated in Fig. 4, is to partition a

domain into regions for a given set of seed points such that a region
is formed for each seed with the points whose distance to the seed
point of the region is closer than the distance to any other seed
point. The regions are called Voronoi cells and the map of those
cells is called a Voronoi diagram.

Voronoi tessellation is the key principle of the k-means clus-
tering algorithm, which is a representative unsupervised learning
algorithm for data classification. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the
algorithm aims to partition a given set of data objects into a certain
number of clusters which are represented by centroids. Each data
object is bound to a cluster whose centroid has the nearest
Euclidean distance. The centroids are relocated to the center-of-
mass of the belonging data objects expecting that the squared sum
of the distances to the data objects in each cluster is minimized.
Once the centroids are repositioned, the data objects change their
affiliations as well, and this iterative process continues until the
centroids no longer move.

The major drawback of the k-means algorithm is that the results
are stochastic because the initialization of the centroid positions
rely on random numbers. Also, it does not necessarily converge to
the global minimum; in fact, finding the global minimum of the
distance minimization problem is an NP-hard problem and thus
what the k-means algorithm finds is an approximate minimum
which can be a local minimum. In our application, the data objects
(fuel assemblies) do not present any clustered patten and the k-
means algorithm can easily fall into a local minimum, which results
in a completely random clustering depending on the initial centroid
positions. Therefore, the k-means clustering algorithm itself is
inappropriate for obtaining an optimal decomposition, but it pro-
vides a useful idea of clustering a given set of objects.
3.1.2. Wheel clustering method
By adapting the idea of the k-means clustering algorithm that

the centroids are iteratively relocated and each data object is
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repeatedly bound to its nearest centroid, a clustering algorithm
referred to as wheel clustering method is developed, which is
deterministic and appropriate for the reactor geometry. In this
method, each assembly is treated as a point object. The method is
illustrated in Fig. 6 and proceeds in the following four steps:

1. A ‘wheel’ centered at the core is defined. On thewheel, centroids
corresponding to the number of domains are located with uni-
form spacing.

2. Each assembly is bound to the nearest centroid.
3. Thewheel is rotated by a small degree and the assembly binding

process is repeated.
4. Find the angle of rotation in which the fuel assemblies are most

uniformly distributed among the clusters, which become the
subdomains.

In our implementation, we had assumed that every fuel as-
sembly has the same importance with each other. However, tech-
nically one may give appropriate weights to each assembly to have
better load balance, for example with the amount of fissile contents
in each assembly. In addition, we had set the wheel radius to 1.5
times of the assembly pitch, which is a quite small wheel, but one
can end upwith slightly different decompositions for different radii
selections.

In fact, there is no quantitative evidence that this scheme yields
an optimal decomposition. One may consider decomposing do-
mains to have high surface-to-volume ratios to be optimal in that it
minimizes the number of escaping neutrons, which is not achiev-
able in the wheel clustering algorithm. However, for the reactor
analyses, the communication costs are a small fraction of the total
computing time and considerably more time is spent for physics
calculations [19]. Therefore, the priority should be put on mini-
mizing the load imbalance rather than minimizing the communi-
cations. In this regard, the wheel clustering algorithm possesses a
strength in that it exploits the characteristic azimuthal symmetry of
the reactors and finds a decomposition map that has the most
uniform fuel assembly distribution.
3.2. Surface source exchange

3.2.1. Calculation and communication algorithm
In the DDMC calculation, the tracking of a neutron should end

when the neutron reaches the subdomain boundary. This neutron
Fig. 6. Illustration of wheel, centroids, and domains.
is recorded as the source for the neighboring subdomain and is
tracked in the subsequent batch simulation. The tracking calcula-
tions and the surface source communications are overlapped using
an inner e outer iteration algorithm as illustrated in Fig. 7. The
outer iteration is to drive a cycle; for each cycle, the outer iteration
is initiated and continues until there is no more alive neutrons. At
each outer iteration step, the tracking kernel is invoked for a fixed
number (N) of times which is the inner iteration. If a neutron es-
capes the subdomain during the inner iteration, it is stashed
separately into the boundary source bank. After the inner iteration,
the stashed neutrons are sorted according to their destinations, and
non-blocking communications for sending and receiving the
domain crossing neutrons are submitted to the network fabric
buffer.

The escaping neutrons return back to the tracking simulation
after two outer iteration steps as described in Fig. 7. Without syn-
chronizing for the completion of the submitted communications at
the current outer iteration step, the next outer iteration step is
proceeded such that the communication processes are overlapped
with the subsequent tracking calculation. Instead, the communi-
cations that were submitted at the end of the previous outer iter-
ation step are finalized and the received surface sources aremerged
to the bank at the end of the current outer iteration step, which will
be simulated at the next outer iteration step.

The inner e outer iteration algorithm can be naturally incor-
porated in the GPU-based tracking algorithm because the particle
flight kernel is already decomposed by limiting the number of
maximum transitions. Therefore, it is considered as the most
effective form of the domain decomposed tracking algorithm for
GPU applications.

3.2.2. Bank update algorithm
Updating the bank with the subdomain incoming neutrons

utilizes the remapping vector as illustrated in Fig. 8. By the flagged
partitioning with respect to the alive status, the remapping vector
is split into two parts; the elements of the former and the latter
parts point to the position of alive and dead neutrons, respectively.
In updating the neutron bank with the surface source neutrons, the
latter part is referenced to ‘recycle’ the storages. The incoming
neutrons replace the dead neutrons in the neutron data array and
the alive status flags of the replaced positions are reset. Then, the
remapping vector is partitioned again using the updated alive
status vector.

There might be a chance of bank overflow at the very early stage
of a cycle when more surface sources are incoming than the
amount of available storage. In that case, the neutron array is
resized and the surface sources are appended at the end of the
neutron array. However, it is found that such circumstance does not
occur due to the delayed update of the surface sources in the inner
e outer iteration scheme.

4. Performance analysis

The DDMC scheme explained above was implemented in
PRAGMA and it is examined for a group of 3D full-core problems.
The specification of the computing cluster to be used for the cal-
culations is summarized in Table 1. 12 GPUs are employed in total,
each of which has 10.76 GB of device memory yielding the total
memory of 129.1 GB. The cluster is a small-sized one equipped with
relatively cheap commercial GPUs which are affordable even in
academia.

4.1. Fresh core

The problem to be solved is a 3D full-core model of the APR1400



Fig. 7. Inner e outer iteration algorithm.

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of neutron bank update.

Table 1
Computing cluster specification.

# of Nodes 3

CPU per Node 2 � Intel Xeon E5-2630 v4 (20 Cores, 2.4 GHz)
GPU per Node 4 � NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti
Interconnect Mellanox Infiniband FDR (56Gbps)

Table 2
Calculation conditions and MC parameters for APR1400.

# of Neutrons/Cycle 240,000,000

# of Cycles 25 (Inactive)/40 (Active)
CMFD On
Ramp-up Factor 20
Core Power 3983 MW
Core Flow Rate 20,554 kg/s
Inlet Temperature 564.45 K
Pressure 15.514 MPa
Libraries (K) 550/600/700/…/1700/1800
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initial core [20] at hot full power (HFP) condition. Table 2 presents
the calculation conditions and the MC simulation parameters. A
greatly large number of neutrons, which is more than 200 million,
are simulated at each cycle to reduce statistical errors. The number
of the inactive cycles of PRAGMA is significantly reduced by the
CMFD acceleration [21]. In addition, a ramp-up scheme that
exponentially increases the neutron population is employed
throughout the inactive cycles. By adjusting weights, the
population starting from 12 million eventually reaches the target
240 million at the end of the inactive cycles. This results in a total of
11.63 billion histories of which 9.6 billion histories are for the active
cycles.



Table 3
Summary of the calculation results for APR1400 fresh 3D core.

Case Standard MC DDMC

keff 1.00045 (1) 1.00045 (1)
Total Time (s) 1596.4 1548.8
T/H Time (s) 106.0 62.9
Transaction Time (s) e 38.3

Fig. 10. Active cycle computing time with respect to N.
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Table 3 compares the calculation results of the ordinary MC and
DDMC. DDMC used 12 subdomains each of which is assigned to a
GPU, as illustrated in Fig. 9. The computing times were measured
with max_transition of 5 and N of 4 which were empirically chosen
to be optimal, but it eventually turned out that the selection of N
has only marginal impact on the tracking performance, as appears
in Fig. 10 which presents the change of average computing time per
cycle for several values of N. T/H feedback is performed by CPU and
is also domain decomposed. The transaction time only includes the
non-overlapped part of the communications and other auxiliary
kernel execution time for rearranging the surface neutrons.

Choice of N having marginal impact is quite obvious given the
tendency of the neutron escape fraction during a cycle, which is
illustrated in Fig. 11. At each transition, only ~0.3% of the neutrons
escape the domain in average, and even at the very early stage of
cycle in which fast neutrons are dominant, the escape fraction
never exceeds ~1% in maximum. This result supports the claim of
Siegel [19] that the communication costs are outweighed by the
physics calculation costs. It also validates the approach of the wheel
clustering scheme which tries to distribute the fuel assemblies to
each domain as uniformly as possible focusing on the fission source
balance; although the resultant decomposition might not be
optimal in terms of the surface-to-volume ratios, its effect can be
neglected. The results may vary if more and thinner domains are
used, but in that case, we expect that the asynchronous commu-
nication approach will effectively mitigate the burden.

In this regard, it is more important to examine the load balance
rather than the communication cost. It should be noted that in the
current assembly-wise non-overlapping domain decomposition
framework, the number of fuel assemblies belonging to each
domain cannot be the same unless the total number of fuel as-
semblies of the core is a multiple of the number of domains. In the
case of APR1400, there are 241 fuel assemblies which cannot be
Fig. 9. Domain decomposition map for APR1400.
divided by 12. As the result, Domain 0 contains one more fuel as-
sembly, which is the center assembly as illustrated in Fig. 9, than
the others and therefore a certain degree of load imbalance is
inevitable. Fig. 12 shows the accumulated number of transitions
occurred during the active cycles in each domain, which is a direct
indicator of workloads. It can be seen that Domain 0 has to simulate
about 7% more neutron transitions than the average that is shown
in the figure as a dotted line. The computing time of Domain
0 therefore dominates the total computing time.

Nonetheless, the performance of DDMC is comparable to ordi-
nary MC. This is due to the increased spatial locality of data ac-
cesses, which results in a better utilization of the cache memories.
The domain decomposition scheme reduces the size of the geom-
etry that each GPU must handle, which increases the chance of
threads accessing nearby geometric data in each GPU. In other
words, improved tracking performance coming from increased
memory throughput cancels out the negative impact of the load
imbalance.

The additional benefit of DDMC is the removal of collective data
communication. It can be noticed that the T/H time is shorter in the
DDMC case than in the ordinary MC case even though both T/H
modules are domain decomposed. It comes from the elimination of
MPI_Allgather operations which are required in the ordinary MC
case to update the core-wide temperature and mass density in-
formation. In DDMC, the domain of T/H feedback and neutron
tracking are consistent, so there is no need for the collective data
transfer. Same is true for processing tallies. In the ordinary MC
calculation, there must be a process that collects partially accu-
mulated tallies from other processes by MPI_Reduce. It is not sig-
nificant for the time being because only cell-wise power and flux
are being tallied, but when the amount of tallies increase with
depletion, this advantage will become substantial.

For accuracy verification, both standard MC and DDMC cases
were run 20 times independently and the averaged pin power
distributions were compared. Fig. 13 shows the pin power distri-
bution of the DDMC case and the error distribution with the stan-
dardMC case. The pin power difference was only 0.07% in RMS, and
this difference is effectively zero considering the statistical un-
certainties. Therefore, the soundness of the DDMC kernels is
confirmed.

4.2. Depleted core

In order to demonstrate the need for the domain decomposition



Fig. 11. Domain escape fraction at each transition observed in a certain active cycle.

Fig. 12. Total number of transitions simulated in each domain.
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and its effectiveness in depleted core cases, a mock-up depleted
core problem was constructed using a depleted 1.6% pin cell of the
BEAVRS benchmark problem [22]. The depleted fuel consists of 290
nuclides of which the compositions are provided by the authors of
Ref. [23]. The mock-up core consists of only three types of mate-
rials: fuel, guide tube, and reflector. No burnable absorber is loaded
and only soluble boron is added. Fig. 14 illustrates the geometrical
configurations of the mock-up core which mimics the BEAVRS core.

The calculation parameters are provided in Table 4. 10 billion
histories were used for the active cycles with only 0.75 billion of
additional histories for the inactive cycles thanks to the ramp-up
scheme. The core is solved at hot half power condition; due to
the unrealistic power distribution, boiling occurs in hot full power
condition.

Four calculations were performed with different discretization
conditions and parallelization options as summarized in Table 5.
For this case, max_transition and N were set to 1 and 15, respec-
tively. Even though there is no variation of composition inside the
fuel for this problem, each fuel pellet is divided into five equi-
volume regions to simulate the computational burden of actual
depletion calculations. The total freememory is the available device
memory after allocating all the necessary data e particle, cross
section library, and geometry e out of the entire device memory of
12 GPUs which is 129.1 GB.



Fig. 13. DDMC results for APR1400: (a) pin power distribution and (b) relative difference (%) of pin power with standard MC.

Fig. 14. Assembly, core, and axial configurations of the mock-up depleted core.

Table 4
Calculation conditions and MC parameters for the mock-up depleted core.

# of Neutrons/Cycle 100,000,000

# of Cycles 25 (Inactive)/100 (Active)
CMFD On
Ramp-up Factor 20
Core Power 1706 MW
Core Flow Rate 16,229 kg/s
Inlet Temperature 566.48 K
Pressure 15.514 MPa
Libraries (K) 550/600/700/…/1700/1800

Table 5
Calculation results of the mock-up depleted core.

# of Fuel Sub-regions 1 5

# of Depletion Regions 1,273,800 6,369,000
# of Total Regions 6,679,183 11,774,383
Domain Decomposition X O X O
keff 1.00007 (1) 1.00008 (1) Out of Memory 1.00006 (1)
Total Time (s) 4123.4 4140.5 4163.4
T/H Time (s) 123.5 52.9 63.1
Transaction Time (s) e 67.0 71.6
Total Free Memory (GB) 31.6 70.0 64.5

Fig. 15. Pin power distribution of the mock-up depleted core.
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Note that the memory requirements of tallies have not been
considered here. Instead, the amount of the available memory gives
an estimate of how much memory would be allowed for the tallies
in the future implementation of depletion algorithms. Our planned
strategy for the depletion calculation is to tally flux spectra of
hundreds of groups in each region and condense the cross sections
to calculate the one-group reaction rates. Based on this strategy, the
estimated memory requirement for the tallies of this problem is
about 24 GB (8 bytes � 500 groups � 6,369,000 regions), which is
small enough to be fit into the free memory with domain



Fig. 16. Domain decomposition map for the mock-up depleted core.
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decomposition.
It can be seen that as the number of depletion regions increases

with the fuel subdivisions, it becomes impossible to perform cal-
culations without domain decomposition due to the insufficient
memory. On the other hand, plenty of free memory can be retained
with the domain decomposition scheme. This clearly demonstrates
the necessity of domain decomposition in the GPU-based full-core
MC depletion calculation.

Unlike the fresh core case, however, domain decomposition
introduces a small degree of slowdown in tracking. It originates
from the unrealistic core physics of the mock-up problem. Since the
core consists of identical fuel pins, the resultant radial power dis-
tribution follows neatly the Bessel function which is peaked at the
center as shown in Fig. 15. The problem is that, Domain 0 takes the
center assembly, which has the highest power and thereby the
largest number of fission sources, as an extra assembly, which can
be seen in Fig. 16. This induces a significant load imbalance as
shown in Fig. 17 in which the workload of Domain 0 appears to be
about 16% higher than the average.
Fig. 17. Total number of transition
Fortunately, in real applications like the APR1400 case, such
drastic load imbalance problemwill not be observed since the cores
are designed to keep power distributions as flat as possible. Espe-
cially, the center assembly typically has the lowest enrichment in
realistic cores. Additionally, the physics acts in a way that flattens
the power distributions, since the T/H feedback counteracts the
power peaking and the depletion ‘irons out’ the power distribution
by burning up the fissile materials proportionally to the power.
Thus, the load imbalance problem observed in this case should not
be a concern.
5. Conclusions

A domain decomposition scheme was implemented in the GPU-
based continuous energy MC code PRAGMA. An automated domain
assignment scheme appropriate for the typical reactor geometry
which was named as the wheel clustering method was introduced.
The unique feature of the GPU-based tracking algorithm of
PRAGMA, which is to restrict the number of maximum transitions
at each kernel invocation, could be naturally extended to the inner
e outer iteration algorithm which enables efficient surface source
transactions in DDMC. A bank update scheme for the unconven-
tional data structure of the GPU-based tracking algorithm was also
developed.

The performance of DDMC was examined by two full-core prob-
lems: a fresh fuel problemwith realistic configuration (APR1400) and
a mock-up depleted fuel problem. It was demonstrated from the
APR1400 case that the performance of DDMC is comparable to the
ordinary MC which replicates the geometry and compositions, and
also that the overheadby the surface source transactions is negligible.
In addition, it was proved from the mock-up depleted core case that
the domain decomposition scheme is essential to overcome the
memory shortage problem in GPU-based large-scale MC depletion
calculations. Even though the tallies for the depletion calculations are
not considered in this work, it was shown that enough memory to
implement the tallies can be retained with DD.

An important observation of this research is that employing
domain decomposition can even improve the tracking rates in GPU
applications by increasing the spatial locality of geometric data
accesses. With the reduced geometry in each GPU, the chance of
threads accessing nearby data increases, which results in higher
s simulated in each domain.
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cache memory utilization and thereby better performance. Such
benefit is barely expectable in CPU applications in which the tem-
poral proximity of reference in each core is more important than
the spatial locality of reference between cores.

This work is preliminary and there are several futureworks to be
done. First, the implementation of axial domain decomposition is
required. Axial domain decomposition itself is straightforward, but
due to the non-uniform and asymmetric nature of the axial power
distributions in reactors, load balancing would be trickier than the
radial domain decomposition. Second, sensitivity analyses on the
number of subdomains should be performed. In this work, the
number of domains was fixed to 12 because of the restriction of the
available GPUs. However, eventually more GPUs will be used for
production runs, and the efficiency of DDMC will likely degrade
with more refined domains. Therefore, examination of the effect of
refining the domains is necessary. Lastly, the depletion capability
should be implemented and the DDMC algorithm should be tested
for real cycle depletion calculations.
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